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THE FANS STRIKE BACK: FAN-CURATED
STAR WARS EXPERIENCE OPENING IN
LONDON THIS APRIL
The Blockbuster Exhibition Features Hundreds of Items from The
Star Wars Universe Collected by and Displayed for Fans
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Wednesday 8th February 2023, London — Star Wars fans rejoice! The Fans Strike Back,

the hugely popular, fan-created exhibition is landing in London on April 3rd. Fans of one of

the world’s most beloved franchises will be immersed in the saga like never before, as they

explore a selection of  iconic objects from the largest private collection of official Star Wars

items, assembled by some of the most dedicated enthusiasts across the globe.

The Fans Strike Back showcases 600 unique Star Wars collectable items including life-size

figures, models, one-of-a-kind sculptures, figurines, photos, posters and costumes - a

combination of official objects purchased by fans over the years and some incredible fan-made

replicas. Highlights on display include: a Snowspeeder, Sandcrawler, Naboo Fighter,

Millennium Falcon, X-Wing Fan-Cockpit, an R2-D2 Collection, a Clone Trooper Collection and

more. 

Compiled from over 40 years of passionate work, fans will be delighted to discover the plethora

of nostalgia-inducing items in this exhibition, gems that will transport them to the iconic Star

Wars universe that they know and love. 

The Fans Strike Back will unite Star Wars fans of all ages, from the youngest Padawan to the

wisest Jedi master. In addition to an on-site merchandise shop, the experience will include fun

photo opportunities using a Hollywood-style green screen and for additional purchase, there

will be a unique virtual reality experience, experiential aspects which will visually transport

guests into the world of the iconic saga.

The Fans Strike Back: The Star Wars Fan Exhibition is brought to life by EMS Entertainment,

who have produced over 22 themed blockbuster exhibitions that have amassed more than 15-

millions visitors worldwide in 78 cities and powered by Fever, the leading global live-

entertainment discovery platform which has helped millions of people discover the best

experiences in their cities since 2014.

Aficionados of the legendary blockbuster are invited to a rare opportunity to step into a galaxy

far, far away. . .

The Fans Strike Back: The Star Wars Fan Exhibition opens on April 3rd 2023  at 81 Old

Brompton Rd, South Kensington, London SW7 3LD.

Information

Date: From April 3rd 2023

Location:  81 Old Brompton Rd, South Kensington, London SW7 3LD

http://thefansstrikebackexhibition/


ABOUT FEVER

Fever is the leading global live-entertainment discovery platform which has helped millions of people discover
the best experiences in their cities since 2014. With a mission to democratize access to culture and
entertainment in real life through its platform, Fever inspires users to enjoy unique local experiences and events,
from immersive exhibitions, interactive theatrical experiences, and festivals to molecular cocktail pop-ups, while
empowering creators with data and technology to create and expand experiences across the world.

Tickets: Available now on Fever’s marketplace here

Imagery: Downloadable here

Press contact: press@fansstrikebackexhibition.com

About EMS Entertainment:

EMS ENTERTAINMENT is a global producer of interactive attractions developing, building

and promoting themed blockbuster exhibits for museums, theme parks, shopping malls,

entertainment groups and independent promoters. Originally founded by Christoph Rahofer,

this organization of creative and innovative staff is a global leader in touring and location-

based entertainment.
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